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Introduction 
This final report outlines, in chronological order, how each task included in the terms of

reference  of  the Functional  Indicators  Tool  was  delivered and summarise  the  overall

implementation of the project. Each of the deliveries submitted are annexed. This report

also  describe on which points  the service  contractor  has deviated from the terms of

reference or decided to adopt an alternative approach. 

The report is organised following the four deliveries of the project.
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I. Delivery 1 – Interim report

The first delivery is an Interim Report (14th July) that summarises the outcomes

of tasks 1 and 2.

a. Task 1 - Gathering, completing and harmonising inputs to develop

the tool

During  the  first  month  of  the  project  we  gathered  all  the  primary  datasets  to  be

integrated and processed into the tool.

As Lead Partner of the ESPON M4D project,  RIATE relied on the ESPON Database as

unique source of data in order to feed the tool. Originally the data comes mainly from

Eurostat. However data may also come from national statistical institutes and some are

simple estimation and correction used to obtain harmonised datasets. The overall quality

of the datasets is rather good but it is worth remembering that task 1 is distinct from the

construction  of  the  tool.  Indeed,  the  back  office  is  conceived  with  the  possibility  to

update or to add data as soon as new data is available.

Datasets are Total Population, Gross Domestic Product and Active Population.

All datasets cover the whole ESPON area in the NUTS 2010 version. Total Population and

Gross Domestic Product are at NUTS3 level whereas Active Population is at NUTS2 level.

At  the end of November we received the  travel  time matrices from Spiekerman &

Wegener (S&W) Urban and Regional Research. Three modes of transportation (road, rail

and air) and a multimodal computation are available. 

We had to aggregate ourselves NUTS3 matrices to produce the NUTS2 matrices. Travel

times between NUTS2 regions are averages of their sub-NUTS3 regions.

A  point  was  made  by  ESPON  CU  to  ask  why  Population  Density  and  datasets  for

1995/1996  have  not  been  selected.  Those  datasets  were  not  part  of  the  Terms  of

Reference not of the Technical Proposal. Nevertheless, population density is a ratio and

due to its statistical nature, it cannot be processed by algorithms to construct functional

indicators. Therefore it is impossible to use this input. But if 1995/1996 time distance

matrices become available it will be possible to include 1995/1996 datasets in the tool.

b. Task 2 – Preparing a proposal on a list of potential indicators with

policy relevance in the field of Territorial Cohesion to be included in

the tool

Choices  of  indicators  displayed  via  the  tool  are  made  in  order  to  address  multiple

thematic such as neighbouring regions, discontinuities of GDP or complementarities in

the labour market. To demonstrate the policy relevance we confront their variants to the
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European  Commission  thematic  objectives.  A  selection  of  brief  and  demonstrative

examples have been used to illustrate the added value of each family of indicators:

Examples Policy relevance toward EC thematic objectives
A  comprehensive  measure  of  the  global
benefits  of  transportation  investments:
access to total population by train

Objective 6 - Environmental protection and resource efficiency.
Objective  7  -  Sustainable  transport  and  removing  bottlenecks  in  key
network infrastructures.
Objective  11  -  Institutional  capacity  building  and  efficient  public
administrations

A context-aware  picture  of  the  localized
output  of  economic  activities:  access  to
GDP

Objective 8 - Employment and supporting labour mobility.
Objective 9 - Social inclusion and combating poverty.
Objective  11  -  Institutional  capacity  building  and  efficient  public
administrations.

How close is  “far  away”:  calibrating the
functional indicators

Objective  3  -  Competitiveness  of  Small  and  Medium-sized  Enterprises
(SMEs).
Objective 8 - Employment and supporting labour mobility.
Objective 10 - Education, skills and lifelong learning.

What are the benefits of a full  territorial
integration:  playing  with  the  scope
parameter

Objective  11  -  Institutional  capacity  building  and  efficient  public
administrations

Measuring  potential  employment  areas:
access to active population

Objective  3  -  Competitiveness  of  Small  and  Medium-sized  Enterprises
(SMEs).
Objective 6 - Environmental protection and resource efficiency.
Objective  7  -  Sustainable  transport  and  removing  bottlenecks  in  key
network infrastructures.
Objective 8 - Employment and supporting labour mobility.
Objective 9 - Social inclusion and combating poverty.

The detailed illustrative examples can be found in Annex 1.
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II. Delivery 2 – Prototype version of the Functional Indicators Tool

The second delivery (22nd September) contains a prototype of the interface, a

short report on the technical solutions used, a testing plan of the tool and a

draft version of the back office module. It addresses tasks 3 and 4.

a. Task  3  –  Built  up  a  user-friendly  and  simple  interface  for

computation and visualisation of the indicators selected under Task

2 and a back office module

A short report was provided outlining the technical solutions used to create the back

office and to build the interface (Annex 2).

Choices  regarding  technical  solutions  are  based  on  the  ability  to  respond  to

computational problems, sustainability, user-friendliness and the quality of display of the

tool.

We remind that only open source technologies are used to develop the tool.

We can distinguish three main functional modules in the FIT application which correspond

to distinct technological solutions.

The three modules are:

-  Geo-statistical  processing.  This  module  processes  indicators  and matrices  to  create

functional indicators, maps and graphics. It uses the R software that allows to deal with a

variety of inputs and outputs and to perform geo-statistical operations.

- Back Office. This module wraps the geo-statistical processing to let the administrator

use it without too much computer literacy and technical installations. It uses a virtual

machine  solution  that  eases  the  installation  of  a  complex  software  environment  and

keeps a relatively short run-time of the indicators and maps processing. 

- Front Office. The front office displays the outputs of the geo-statistical processing on a

website in a user-friendly way. This module uses a very standard solution that ensures a

fast display of the interface and an easy maintenance of the tool.

A test version of the tool was provided to let test-user respond to a testing plan.

A draft version of the back office and its user manual was also delivered. The final

version of the back-office administrator guide is part of this delivery and is provided in

Annex XX . The final back office module is also part of this delivery, it is downloadable

through our ftp server.

ESPON is currently in the process of developing a ‘Functional Indicators Tool’ (FIT) and is

seeking selected candidates amongst  our network of policy-makers and scientists  for
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their  support  in  testing the prototype which has just  recently  been delivered by our

service provider.

b. Task 4 - Testing the prototype version of functional indicators tool

with a limit number of test drivers and use of the results of the

testing to finalise it

The following user test aims to assess how understandable the tool is and to improve the

user experience. The first part intends at presenting the tool and explaining how to get

started. The second part will confront users to real-like using situations. The third part is

a survey to collect your opinion and the improvement we may implement to the tool.

Please note that at this stage, the tool is still a prototype under construction and uses

very approximate distance matrices. Accurate and final  time-distance matrices will  be

integrated in the final version of the tool.

The full test is provided in annex XXX. 

The prototype of the interface of the FIT is available by clicking the following link: http://

www.ums-riate.fr/test/

A short document which aims to assess how understandable the tool is and to improve

the user experience, as follows:

The first part presents the tool and explaining how to get started.

The second part will confront users to real-life scenarios in using the tool.

The  third  part  is  a  survey  to  collect  users'  opinion  and  the  improvement  we  may

implement to the tool.

The document is an editable PDF. As the more feedback we get, the better, we would

very much appreciate if you would be in a position to assist us in testing the FIT and to

complete the attached survey. This should take no longer than 15-20 minutes.
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III. Delivery 3 – Results of the Testing of the Prototype version of FIT

The third delivery (29th October) details the results of the testing phase of the

FIT (task 4). It also provides the proposal on the improvements and changes to

be implemented in the final version. 

A meeting has had been set in Luxembourg (13th November) to discuss the outcomes of

the survey and the suggested improvements.

a.  Results of the testing of the prototype version of the FIT

The overall result of the case-scenarios is that the navigation of the tool is efficient as all

users/testers managed to find easily where the answer is and 26 out of 30 answers are

correct. We also note that minor clarification and improvement in the interface still need

to be implemented.

Major assets according to the qualitative survey are user friendliness, ease of use and

ease of learning. This part of the test also showed some issues to be resolved prior

implementing  the  tool:  users  need  detailed  information  and  precise  guidance.  It  is

important  to  remain  very  simple  to  allow users  with  no  background  on the  topic  of

accessibility to use the tool. The way Map navigation is implemented seems to trouble

some users. We will work on a common, simpler and standard navigation feature.

Testing  the  web interface  of  the  FIT  application  is  an important  step  in  the  project

lifetime. The evaluation of the user-friendliness and practicability of the tool, as well as

the degree of autonomy during the use of the tool is very satisfying.

Answers to scenarios demonstrate that the tool, its purpose and its navigation are well

understood by all testers. The qualitative test assesses its user-friendliness, its ease of

use and learning. As pointed by comments and suggestions, some minor changes have to

be implemented and some new feature added.

These  improvements  are  entirely  in  line  with  the  aim  of  our  work  to  deliver  a

comprehensive and efficient tool.

b. Improvements and changes to implement in the final version of the

FIT 

The major  change  to  implement  in  the Map tab is  the map navigation  feature.  The

solution is to use a more common and intuitive mode of navigation.

The possibility to select a region will  be improved through the use of two drop-down

menus. The first drop-down menu will  allow selecting a country as the second one is

intended to selects a region within that country.  
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A new tab, called “Benchmark”, will be created. This tab will allow the user to compare

indicators for several regions on a same charts.

The “F.A.Q.”  page will  be renamed “Help”  and will  be largely enriched by a detailed

documentation and a user guide and a guided tour (as in the survey).
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IV. Delivery  4 – Final  version of  the FIT,  tool  management  and future

development 

The fourth delivery (19th December) consists mainly in the delivery of the final

version of the FIT. The back office module, its associated guidance for a tool

administrator,  a  report  on  the  changes  made  since  Delivery  3  and

considerations on the future development of the tool are also provided.

a. Final version of the FIT

The FIT is now on-line and features all its functionalities and guidance. Its address is

http://www.addressOfTheFIT.com.  

b. Back Office module

The lfkjzh lz

c. Changes made since Delivery 3

All the changes considered uin the delivery3 are opé

d. Future Development 

DB, RIMAP
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Introduction 
The Functional Indicator Computation Tool project started officially on June 13, 2014. 

All  project  partners  are  already  working  towards  the  achievement  of  the  project  and

performing the task to be accomplished.

Tasks 1  and 2 (Gathering,  completing  and harmonising  inputs  to develop the tool and

Preparing a draft proposal listing all potential indicators, that are policy relevant in the field

of  Territorial  Cohesion  to  be  included  in  the  tool)  are  completely  finalised  and  the

implementation of task 3 (Built up a user-friendly and simple interface for computation and

visualisation of the selected indicators under Task 2 and a back office module) is currently

ongoing and expected to be completed on time. 
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I. Gathering, completing and harmonising inputs to develop the tool 

During the first month of the project we gathered all the primary datasets to be integrated

and processed into the tool.

As Lead Partner of the ESPON M4D project, RIATE relied on the ESPON Database as unique

source of data in order to feed the tool. Originally the data comes mainly from Eurostat.

However  data  may  also  come from national  statistical  institutes  and  some are  simple

estimation and correction used to obtain harmonised datasets. The overall quality of the

datasets  is  rather  good  but  it  is  worth  remembering  that  task  1  is  distinct  from  the

construction of the tool. Indeed, the back office will be conceived with the possibility to

update or to add data (indicators, matrixes) as soon as new data is available (in particular

those from the Filling the gap in the ESPON Database project). 

Datasets are:

- Total Population (2000 - 2013)

- Gross Domestic Product (2000 - 2011)

- Active Population (2000 – 2013)

All datasets cover the whole ESPON area (EU + EFTA countries) in the NUTS 2010 version.

Total Population and Gross Domestic Product are at NUTS3 level whereas Active Population

is at NUTS2 level.

We contacted Spiekerman & Wegener  (S&W) Urban and Regional  Research in order  to

obtain time travel matrices. As soon as we will  receive all  matrices, all datasets will  be

finalised.
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II. List of potential indicators with policy relevance in the field of Territorial

Cohesion to be included in the tool

To demonstrate the policy relevance of the potential indicators we confront their variants to

the European Commission thematic objectives.

EC thematic objective and investment priorities:

1. Research and innovation.

2. Information and communication technologies (ICT).

3. Competitiveness of Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs).

4. Shift towards a low-carbon economy.

5. Climate change adaptation and risk prevention and management.

6. Environmental protection and resource efficiency.

7. Sustainable transport and removing bottlenecks in key network infrastructures.

8. Employment and supporting labour mobility.

9. Social inclusion and combating poverty.

10. Education, skills and lifelong learning.

11. Institutional capacity building and efficient public administrations.

Indicators variants:

- Input variables: Population / Active population / GDP.

- Impedance matrices: time matrix by car, by train, by air and by the fastest mode.

Euclidean distance matrix.

- Measure: resource (what time is needed to access to a given resource) and time

(what resource can be reached within a given time).

- Scope: national  scope  (measure  of  accessibility  within  national  boundaries),

European scope (measure of accessibility without national boundaries).
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Figure 1 Indicator variation tree
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A comprehensive measure of the global benefits of transportation investments:

access to total population by train

Objective 6 - Environmental protection and resource efficiency.

Objective  7  -  Sustainable  transport  and  removing  bottlenecks  in  key  network

infrastructures.

Objective 11 - Institutional capacity building and efficient public administrations.

Considering  accessibility  as  the  main  benefit  produced  by  transportation  systems,  it  is

crucial to take into account its spreading nature. Accessibility and potential indicators help

to understand how transportation investments shape the global access from any point to

any other; they may enrich static economic evaluations.

The functional indicators with total  population as input variable and train as impedance

matrix are useful to assess which NUTS have received the benefits of the rail investments

between two periods (2001-2006-2011). Indeed, the benefits received by a given NUTS in

terms of accessibility are not necessarily related with an investment received by this NUTS.

A new high speed rail line may generate an increase of accessibility in surrounding NUTS

not directly involved by the infrastructure. For example, NUTS ES412 (Burgos) and ES414

(Palencia) had a huge gain in accessibility by train between 2001 and 2006 (S&W, RGG

2007) while they received no specific European investment and have no high speed rail line.

That  is  the  reason  why  both  indicators  should  be  used  in  an  economic  evaluation  of

transport investments.

A context-aware picture of the localized output of economic activities: access to

GDP

Objective 8 - Employment and supporting labour mobility.

Objective 9 - Social inclusion and combating poverty.

Objective 11 - Institutional capacity building and efficient public administrations.

The efficiency of public administrations mostly relies on the quality and precision of their

previous information. Public policies promoted by the EC, moreover public policies aiming to

achieve  territorial  cohesion  need  a  robust  and  sound  basis  to  calibrate  policies  and

investments.  In  this  case,  static  indicators  are  not  sufficient  because  they  focus  on

territories without taking into account their close environment. Functional indicators help to

consider a territory as a spatial unit embedded in a specific territorial context.

The functional indicators with GDP as input variable and one of the impedance matrices

indicators  show a  smoothed context-aware  picture  of  the  localized output  of  economic

activities. Public policies aiming to enhance territorial cohesion and investment guidelines

aiming  to  increase  economic  performance  should  take  into  account  crucial  differences

between the NUTS with low GDP. Some of them have weak economic outputs within a weak

economic environment, for example Eastern Portugal (PT166 to PT169). Others have weak

economic  outputs  within  a strong economic  environment,  for  example  Eastern  Belgium

(BE331, BE334, BE336, BE342).
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Functional indicators to GDP may give additional information to static GDP information by

taking into account the NUTS's GDPs within their territorial context.

How close is “far away”: calibrating the functional indicators

Objective 3 - Competitiveness of Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs).

Objective 8 - Employment and supporting labour mobility.

Objective 10 - Education, skills and lifelong learning.

The functional indicators are designed through a spatial interaction function. Two crucial

choices have to be taken to calibrate this function: choice of the distribution function and

choice of its parameters. Part of this decision is taken in order to propose a user-friendly

application; part of this decision is let to the user so that he/she could adapt the functional

indicators to his/her needs.

The  two  main  distribution  functions  used  in  spatial  interaction  models  are  the  power

function  (pareto)  and the  exponential  function.  In  the  field  of  transportation  modeling,

exponential  functions  are  the  most  widely  used  because  they  fit  better  to  trip  length

distribution in an urban context (Evans 1970a, 1970b). Power and exponential functions

may also be combined for a better fit to empirical data (Ortúzar & Willumsen 2011).

Figure 2. Comparison of impedance functions

Transportation  modelers  calibrate  their  models  with  a  specific  dataset  within  a  specific

urban context. In the FIT project, we need a versatile solution which may give a decent

approximation  of  spatial  interactions  in  a  wide  range  of  contexts  and applications.  We

choose  the  exponential  function:  this  choice  is  consistent  with  the  state-of-art  in

transportation studies, spatial  interactions modeling and spatial  interpolation approaches

(Isaaks & Srivastava 1989, Grasland et al. 2000)

The user of the FIT application will be able to adjust the span parameter, which is the value

where the probability of interaction is divided by 2 as regard to the level of interaction at

the point of observation. The choice of different span values is useful to inspect different

assumption of mobility that can reflect people's behavior. As a first attempt, we propose to
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define the span of interaction with the following semantics related to simple concepts which

don't need mathematical literacy:

- Daily interaction : reduction of opportunities by two at road distance of 1 hour

- Weekly interaction : reduction of opportunities by two at road distance of 2 hours

- Monthly interaction : reduction of opportunities by two at road distance of 4 hours

- Yearly interaction : reduction of opportunities by two at road distance of 8 hours

The choice of the span value reflects the assumptions made by the observer on the level of

mobility of actors involved in the observed phenomena. For example, if we are interested in

labor market and daily travel to work, we can consider an initial parameter of 1 hour which

indicates that the interest of an opportunity of job is maximal (100% where distance equal

to 0) at  the initial  location but is  divided by two when the job is  located at one hour

(probability of 50% for an opportunity located at a distance of 60 minutes).

What  are  the  benefits  of  a  full  territorial  integration:  playing  with  the  scope

parameter

Objective 11 - Institutional capacity building and efficient public administrations

The FIT  application  proposes  an interesting  parameter  called  “scope”:  by  choosing  the

“national  scope”,  the  application  returns  accessibility  values  considering  that  national

borders are impassable; by choosing the “European scope”, the application returns values

considering  that  national  borders  are  transparent,  i.e.  they is  no  constraint  on human

mobility.

Many obstacles are still at works that reduce the mobility of actors across national borders

inside the EU territory. Legal barriers are still active in many fields of activity that limits the

opportunity for an individual or a firm to establish in a foreign region or cities. For example,

it is well known that cross-border labor markets introduce constraints concerning pensions,

social security, taxes. Mental barriers may also be considered as long as many actors can

prefer  to  stay  in  their  own country,  all  things  being equal  to  the opportunity  and the

accessibility. More, we have many reasons to suspect that a potential migrant will prefer to

avoid  choosing  a  workplace  abroad as  compared  to  an  opportunity  located  in  its  own

country, even if the distance is shorter and the income higher.

The functional indicators with national and European scope are useful to compare a worst-

case scenario  (impassable  borders) with an optimal  scenario (fully  integrated European

territory).  What is  the size of a border labor market area with and without the border

parameter?

Measuring potential employment areas: access to active population

Objective 3 - Competitiveness of Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs).

Objective 6 - Environmental protection and resource efficiency.

Objective  7  -  Sustainable  transport  and  removing  bottlenecks  in  key  network

infrastructures.
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Objective 8 - Employment and supporting labour mobility.

Objective 9 - Social inclusion and combating poverty.

These indicators may be used to measure and visualize the size of potential employment

areas.  By  setting  a  time  threshold  of  1  hour,  the  tool  returns  the  number  of  active

individuals who can access daily to a given NUTS. In this case, the comparison between

national and European scope is of particular interest: most of the border NUTS have small

employment  areas  considered  in  their  national  boundaries  (national  scope)  but  large

employment areas considered without national boundaries (European scope). The growing

number of cross-border workers can be measured with empirical data (MKW 2009). The

conception and assessment of public policies on employment should take into account not

only the actual cross-border workers but also the potential cross-border commuting area.

Each of these indicators can be approached through different modal choices attributes that

provide  an  additional  dimension  to  the  interpretation  of  accessibility.  In  particular,

transportation by train brings a special focus on the sustainability of trips made by the

population  or  by  the  labour  force,  as  the  least  fuel  consuming  and  polluting  form of

transport.

Similarly,  another  transversal  approach  can  be  seen  in  the  formulation  of  the  3  main

accessibility indicators by travel time thresholds, ranging from 1 to 4 hour. Previous works

have assigned concrete interpretations to such thresholds which can be viewed as “a fixed

budget for travel in which a destination has to be reached to be of interest” (S&W, RGG

2007). For instance, from the perspective of the labour force, maximum travel times of

about  4  hours  one-way  are  relevant  for  occasional  business  trips,  whereas  a  maximal

distance traveled of 1 hour one-way is better suited to daily accessibility.
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III. Next steps

The development of the tool (computation process, back office and visualisation interface)

is the next major step to be tackled by project partners. The tool is being thought and

designed  to  function  with  very  classical  web  configurations,  thus  avoiding  risks  of

incompatibilities  or  technical  issues.  In  any  case,  configuration  requirements  will  be

submitted  to  the  ESPON  web  service  provider,  as  soon  as  technological  choices  are

established.

The current state of development of the tool (web interface and back office) suggests that

the prototype and all the functionalities will be 100 % ready for testing by the deadline sets

for the Delivery 2.

In addition to this significant work, some important tasks will to be carry out:

- Testing plan: it will be based on a short written protocol to be carried out remotely

with an enlarged number of users from the CU and the MC (i.e. more than five).

- Interoperability (inputs): the tool will already be able to import files from the ESPON

Database. But the question of web service and direct linkage to the Database will be

raised.

- Interoperability (outputs): the tool will already display maps in the correct ESPON

template. The outputs of the tool are maps, graphics and data so it will be possible

to suggest solutions to display maps within the RIMAP interface using these data.

- The  final  report  and  delivery:   they  will  provide,  along  with  the  back  office

application, guidelines allowing the administrator to keep the tool up-to-date and

making it easy to enrich with new datasets. The guidelines will include the precise

specification of the appropriate content of the files to be imported in the application

(format, type of variable). The frequency and the time needed to perform updates or

enrichment of the tool will also be indicated. A part of this report will be dedicated to

the future developments of the tool and its integration in the overall ESPON toolbox.
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IV.  Annex – Current development of the interface:

DRAFT
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DRAFT
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Functional Indicator Computation Tool Survey

The Functional  Indicator  Computation Tool  (FIT)  is  a tool  allowing European citizens, policy
makers, civil servants and potential investors to assess the accessibility of regions in Europe.
Various indicators, maps and graphs are displayed to offer users simple and user-friendly infor -
mation on accessibility and attractiveness of European regions. 

The FIT is based on two aggregated indicators selected for their high potential to improve and
ease the European Territorial Cohesion Policy.
 

 Accessibility indicators measure the distance (or time) needed to reach a potential 
amount of stock (GDP, total population, active population).

 Potential indicators measure potential stocks (in population, workers, euros…) that are 
located around a place, at a distance (or time) lower than a given threshold.

Both indicators are showing the same phenomenon from different perspectives. The first one
emphasizing time distances while the second highlights stocks.

The FIT allows you to choose among:
-  3 indicators: Total population; Active Population; Gross Domestic Product. 
-  3 years of reference: 2001; 2006; 2011
-  4 transport modes*: road distance, rail distance, air distance; plus you can also select the
fastest transport.

The following user test aims to assess how understandable the tool is and to improve the user
experience. The first part intends at  presenting the tool and explaining how to get started.
The second part will  confront users to real-like using situations. The third part is a survey to
collect your opinion and the improvement we may implement to the tool.   

The prototype of the interface of the FIT is available by clicking the following link:
http://www.ums-riate.fr/test/

* Please note that at this stage, the tool is still a prototype under construction and uses very approximate distance
matrices. Accurate and final time-distance matrices will be integrated in the final version of the tool.

http://www.ums-riate.fr/test/
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Get to know the Functional Indicator Computation Tool

The “Maps” tab – Accessibility at the European Scale

 What is the amount of GDP reachable around my region?  
By clicking items in the “Potential box” you select the distance (measured in hours) to be cov-
ered to reach an amount of GDP. 

For example, the amount of GDP reachable in a neighborhood of 2 hour by road around the In-
ner London – West Region is of 859 474 Millions of euros in 2006 (Value indicated in the Top 10
summary).

Another possibility would be to limit the amount of GDP reachable within national territories,
as if the borders couldn't be crossed (using the switch off borders button). It is then possible for
users to work at Member states level and access the amount of GDP reachable within each
countries of the ESPON area. This boundaries impact is obvious for Luxembourg values for ex-
ample.

 How long would it take to reach a particular amount of the total Population?  
By clicking  items in  the  “Accessibility  box”,  you  will  select  the share  of  an indicator  to  be
reached. 

For example, it would take 6 to 7 hours to reach 10 % of the active population by air in 2011 in
the Bucharest region whereas it would take 2 to 3 hours in The Bern Region.

NB: in both cases, it is possible to change year of reference and transport modus, to compare
between transport modes or see evolutions.

 The ‘Interpretation key’ box  
To assist users in interpreting the displayed maps, key features and a brief explanatory text will
complement each map. This short information box is displayed next to the map and summa-
rizes the parameters used to produce the figure and their meaning regarding the European ter-
ritorial policy. Finally, the user has the possibility to download the data used to draw the map.

The “My region” tab: Benchmark your region

This tab displays regional graphs of potential and accessibility. It displays the same information
as the one on the “maps” tab, detailed regionally. 

The first step is to target a region to be analyzed. Fill in the “Find a region” text box.  Then all
the indicators are displayed in all modes of transport for the selected region.

You can show or hide modes of transport by clicking them on the legend.
It is possible to benchmark two or more regions by adding a name a region in the text box “Add 
a region”.
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Scenarios

Those scenarios are made to assess the user-friendliness of the tool. They do not necessarily
reflect real case scenario since matrices in the prototype are not final. 

Scenario 1
The European parliament wants to open 3 European ‘Parlementariums’, Visitors' Centre across
Europe to raise its visibility. The centers have to be as close as possible to a minimum number
6700000 of inhabitants (total  population), which means they should be able to reach those
centers within 2 hours maximum by road (in 2011). Moreover, the centers must be located in
capital cities regions which are far away from London, Brussels and Paris…

- Which regions can the European parliament choose?

Answers:

Scenario 2
DG Regio plans to assess the potential attraction for the labor force of the most central regions,
and needs to know which regions are the most accessible to the working population. 

- What regions are the most accessible to 5 and 10% of the European active population 
by road in 2011?

Answers:

Scenario 3 

DG MOVE wants to invest in rail infrastructure and improve the network by linking ports to
their hinterland; the final objective is to increase the reachable amount of GDP from the ports.
Two ports are eligible for investment: Rotterdam (Groot-Rijnmond region) and Hamburg (Ham-
burg region). 

- Which one of these two ports have access to the highest amount of GDP within 3 hours 
by rail (you can compare regions within the “My region” tab)?

Answer:
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Survey

Please rate these sentences from “I strongly agree” to “I strongly disagree”.

Usefulness
The tool… 
… makes the things I want to accomplish easier to get done.

… meets my needs, it does everything I would expect it to do.

Ease of Use
The tool…
… is easy to use and user friendly.

… is usable without written instructions.

… allows easy downloads and exports (data, maps).

… provides enough information about the displayed indicators.

Ease of Learning
I learned to use the tool quickly.

I easily remember how to use the tool.

I understood its purpose easily.

Satisfaction
I would recommend it to a colleague.

It works the way I want it to work.

It is pleasant to use.

I am satisfied with the map navigation.

The information displayed is well organized.
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How can we improve the FIT? Send us your ideas and suggestions.

For completed surveys or any queries please contact:
timothee.giraud@ums-riate.fr

mailto:timothee.giraud@ums-riate.fr
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FIT - Technical solutions

Choices regarding technical solutions are based on the ability to respond to computational 

problems, sustainability, user-friendliness and the quality of display of the tool.

We remind that only open source technologies are used to develop the tool.

We can distinguish three main functional modules in the FIT application which correspond 

to distinct technological solutions.

The three modules are: 

- Geo-statistical processing. This module processes indicators and matrices to create 

functional indicators, maps and graphics.

- Back Office. This module wraps the geo-statistical processing to let the administrator use 

it without too much computer literacy and technical installations. 

- Front Office. The front office displays the outputs of the geo-statistical processing on a 

website in a user-friendly way. 

Geo-statistical processing

This module is written in the R programming language (http://www.r-project.org). The 

program is structured in two files: a file defining the functions (Functions.R) and a script file

for calling these functions (Main.R). 

The program performs three main procedures:

- It reads the data from an input folder: tables with stock variables, time matrices, 

NUTS nomenclature and NUTS basemap.

- It computes the functional indicators: potential and accessibility.

- It writes the files containing tables and maps in a resource folder. The numeric 

outputs are exported in text files (csv extension) so that they could be downloaded 

from the front office.

Extra R packages are needed to perform specific tasks (gdata, foreign, plyr, reshape2, 

maptools, rjson, png)

R software allows to deal with a variety of inputs and outputs and to perform geo-statistical

operations.

Back Office

The Back Office is a wrapper of the Geo-statistical processing module.

In technical terms we use a virtual machine in the Oracle VM VirtualBox software. The 

virtual machine is an emulation of an operating system (guest system) within one other 

operating system (host system). 

Here, the host system is windows and the guest system is Lubuntu.

http://www.r-project.org/
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In the guest system we have installed all softwares and dependencies needed to run the 

geo-statistical processing.

This virtual machine solution has been chosen to ease the installation of a complex 

software environment and to keep a relatively short run-time of the indicator processing.

Front Office

The front office is a web based application. It works on all browsers (Chrome, firefox, 

internet explorer, safari...) following web standards defined by the W3C. On the server side,

the application is built mainly in PHP language (version 5). On the client side, the 

application is based on HTML5 for document structure, CSS for graphics and layout and 

JavaScript for scripting (events, animations, and interactivity). Moreover, JQuery library 

(jquery-1.10.2) is used to simplify the client-side scripting. Finally, the json language is 

used to facilitate data exchange. 

This very standard solution ensures a fast display of the interface and an easy maintenance

of the tool.
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Introduction 
The  test  phase  is  a  significant  milestone  in  the  process  of  shaping  developing  and

implementing a tool as the Functional Indicators Computation Tool. The aim of the test

phase is to evaluate the ease of use and learnability of the tool, and identify concretely if it

suits interests of users and the difficulties they may encounter. In more concrete terms, the

test  phase  allow  us  to  evaluate  the  user-friendliness  and  practicability  of  the  tool,  to

perceive the relevance and usefulness in serving the European Territorial Cohesion Policy,

as well as the degree of autonomy of users during the use of the tool.

The test places users in situations as close to reality as possible and evaluate the tool while

it is used. The test is not designed to assess all capacities of the tool; users are supposed to

follow use cases scenarios to accomplish typical tasks.

The third of October 2014 we send the test1 to various potential users (ESPON community,

European Commission, etc.) and at the end of the testing period (October 22, 2014) we

received ten completed tests. 

We will  firstly explore the results of the testing; then we will present a proposal on the

improvements and changes to be implemented in the final version.

1 The survey is in Annex 1.
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V. Results of the testing

The survey is divided in three parts:

- Answers to the 3 use case scenario;

- Qualitative  answers  addressing  usefulness,  ease  of  use,  ease  of  learning  and

satisfaction toward the tool;

- Additional comments and suggestions.

a. Answers to the three use case scenario

All answers to the first scenario are correct (10/10). It shows that the map display and the

use of parameters are completed and easy to grasp. 

Almost  all  answers  to  the  second  scenario  are  correct  (8/10),  which  shows  that  the

information is easy to find. Correct answers demonstrate the almost unanimous use of the

"TOP 10" functionality below the map as it was requested. Incorrect answers seem to be

given after a visual the analysis of the map, so they are less precise. Although results are

satisfactory, an enhancement of the “top ten” frame can be performed.

Almost  all  answers  to  the  third  scenario  are  correct  (8/10).  Given  a  certain  lack  of

information provided through the graphs (e.g. information on units of x and y axis), we can

consider that 8 correct answers is a good score. This feature (“My region” tab) has to be

improved, as well as some parameters of the graphics need to be more explicit. 

The overall result of the case-scenarios is that the navigation of the tool is efficient as all

users/testers managed to find easily where the answer is and 26 out of 30 answers are

correct. We also note that minor clarification and improvement in the interface still need to

be implemented.

b. Qualitative answers

Answers to the qualitative questions are summed up in figure 1.

Usefulness – Testers assessed that the tool is useful and serves the purpose for which it

was built (8 out of 10 testers agree). It is worth noticing that testers also responded “no

opinion”  to  the  question  on  their  needs.  It  might  be  because  of  the  narrowness  the

formulation  of  the  question  (“everything”  is  a  large  expectation  to  fulfil).  However  the

overall results show that the tool fulfils its central aim. 

Ease of use – Testers corroborate the user-friendliness of the interface (8 out 10 users

found it user friendly and easy to use). However we consider that using the tool without

written  instructions  is  not  easy  and  only  possible  for  users  familiar  with  the  topic  of

accessibility.  This  result  underlines  the  need  for  user-oriented  clear  and  informative

guidelines allowing the use of the tool to users with less expertise in this field. Information

about the displayed indicators have to be more detailed. In other words, the test shows

6
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that a real user-guide is required. Downloading and exporting maps and data have to be

more effective and easy.

Ease of learning – Answers show that users were operational quite quickly. The first steps

with the tool are smooth and users understand easily what the tool is intended for (8 or

more out of 10 users).

Satisfaction – The large majority of the testers found the tool pleasant to use and would

recommend it to a colleague. However the map navigation clearly does not satisfy users

and  will  be  fixed  adapted  and  improved.  As  result,  the  organisation  of  the  displayed

information will also be fixed adapted and improved.

Major assets according to the qualitative survey are user friendliness, ease of use and ease

of learning. This part of the test also showed some issues to be resolved prior implementing

the tool: users need detailed information and precise guidance. It is important to remain

very simple to allow users with no background on the topic of accessibility to use the tool.

The way Map navigation is implemented seems to trouble some users. We will work on a

common, simpler and standard navigation feature.

a. Comments and suggestions

The provided comments imply improvements and changes, it is more convenient to reply to

each of these remarks and suggestions in the next point.
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Figure 1 - Answers to the qualitative survey
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VI. Proposal  on the improvements and change to be implemented in the

final version

Comments and suggestions made through the test are summarized in the following tables

and our replies are in the third column. Many comments are repeated by different users.

Table 1 – The Maps tab

 Remarks and suggestions Solution & Comments
"Configure your 
map" panel 

Order of the transport modes seems 
arbitrary

Transport modes will be displayed fol-
lowing an increasing order of speed

Switch off border 
button

This button is not available for the 
accessibility maps

This is not a bug, intra-national compu-
tations are only relevant for potential 
indicators 

The button should be accompanied 
by a "?" sign and explained the 
concept behind the feature ex-
plained

A question mark will be added, the 
concept explained and the button re-
named

TOP 10 Figures are presented with too many
decimals 

Figures will be presented rounded

Measurement units are not indic-
ated

Measurement units will be added

"Interpretation 
Key" box

It could be better to call it "Repres-
ented Indicator"

The term 'Interpretation key' seems 
more powerful and refer to a larger 
scope of explanation

Help question mark
(?)

Should display a tooltip rather than 
leading to the FAQ page

A tooltip will be displayed when hover-
ing the question mark and a click on the
it will lead to the "Help" page

Add one for each entry A question mark will be added to each 
relevant parameters

Maps Difficulties to export the map, ex-
plain how to do it

A box will be dedicated to map down-
load

Legend figures are difficult to read Size of the legend and legend figures 
will be increased 

Difficulties to read the legend to-
gether with the map

The whole map navigation will be re-
vised to provide a user-friendlier exper-
ienceIt would be better to not automatic-

ally activate the zoom
A classical zoom and pan functional-
ity would be more useful

The cross icon on the maps makes 
you feel you can click on a region

Print or export only a part of the 
map

This is not possible as the output of the 
computation is a fixed image and can't 
be interrogated. To find such a feature Display the names of the regions 

9
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when you go over a region with the 
mouse

a tool like the RIMAP one is more ap-
propriate. Discussion will be made on 
how to provide data to this project

Data export Csv is fine, it could be good to have 
xls or pdf also

Excel export will be implemented, pdf 
export is not relevant for large data 
tables 

Strange symbols appear in the 
names of the region

This is due to the "exotic" default char-
acter encoding used by Excel, Excel ex-
ports should solve this problem 

Names of files and fields are not un-
derstandable

Field names can't be rename as they 
would be too long and too complic-
ated, but file names will contain, in a 
readable form, all the information 
about the computed indicators

The major change to implement in the Map tab is the map navigation feature. The solution

is to use a more common and intuitive mode of navigation. 

Table 2 – The My Region tab

 Remarks and suggestions Solution & Comments
Region Selection The form is very sensible, it is not easy

to select a region, add a drop-down 
menu, a list of NUTS to select from

A drop-down menu will show a list of 
NUTS units to display (country selec-
tion, then Nuts selection)

Select a region on a the map to see it 
on a graph

This is not possible as the output of 
the computation is a fixed image and 
can't be interrogated. To find such a 
feature a tool like the RIMAP one is 
more adapted. Discussion will be 
made on how to provide data to this 
project

Charts Add an "export the graph" function An export functionality will be added 
to the graphs

It is difficult to compare more than 2 
regions, add 2 regions or more on the 
same graph

A new tab ("Benchmark tab") will be 
added and specially dedicated bench-
mark regions

Units of measure are not clear in the 
graph (x and y)

Units of measurements will be added 
for the x axis (time in hours) and y 
axis (indicator units)

Add zoom in/out to the axis of the 
graph

Proper axis labelling will make this 
feature unnecessary

It is not fully clear which NUTS level is 
available and displayed

The nuts level of the displayed indic-
ator will be indicated more explicitly

10
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The possibility to select a region will be improved through the use of two drop-down menus.

The first drop-down menu will allow selecting a country as the second one is intended to

selects a region within that country.  

A new tab, called “Benchmark”, will  be created. This tab will allow the user to compare

indicators for several regions on a same charts. 

Table 3 – General remarks

Remarks and suggestions Solution & Comments

Add printing possibilities The maps and charts will be available for download and it will be pos-
sible to insert them in any document and print it

A bug exists when using IE8 
browser

Internet Explorer 8 is an old browser (released in 2009), the current ver-
sion of IE is 11. The large majority of web applications does not develop 
special feature for IE8

The tool should integrate more 
TC indicators

This is not relevant in the framework of our project. The back office 
module is provided to allow the update and/or the processing of new in-
dicators.

Include the "Get to know the 
FIT" part of the survey in the 
tool

In the tested version the "Help" page (F.A.Q.) is just a draft. The final ver-
sion of the Help page will be very complete and will guide users as in the 
"Get to know the FIT" part of the survey

More background / further in-
formation or a link to ESPON 
projects on accessibility

The purpose of the tool what it 
shows and why this is important 
should be explain somewhere

The description of the indicators 
are very technical
Add more explanations about 
the meanings of the indicators

The  “F.A.Q.”  page  will  be  renamed  “Help”  and  will  be  largely  enriched  by  a  detailed

documentation and a user guide and a guided tour (as in the survey).
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Conclusion

Testing the web interface of the FIT application is an important step in the project lifetime.

The evaluation of the user-friendliness and practicability of the tool, as well as the degree of

autonomy during the use of the tool is very satisfying.

Answers to scenarios demonstrate that the tool, its purpose and its navigation are well

understood by all testers. The qualitative test assesses its user-friendliness, its ease of use

and learning. As pointed by comments and suggestions, some minor changes have to be

implemented and some new feature added.

These  improvements  are  entirely  in  line  with  the  aim  of  our  work  to  deliver  a

comprehensive and efficient tool.
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How to Update the Functional Indicators Tool

UMS RIATE

December 04, 2014

To update the tool, four steps have to be followed:

1. Prepare the data
2. Install the back office module
3. Process the data
4. Upload data, maps and graphs within the interface

Computer requirements:

• Operating system: Windows 7 (but it should also work on any superior version)
• Memory (RAM): 4 Go
• Hard disk space: 5 Go
• Administrator rights

1
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Step 1 - Prepare the data
Copy the FIT folder on your computer
This folder has a unique sub-folder named input, that folder counts 3 sub-folders named 
DATASET, MATRIX and NOMENCLATURE and a file named FIT_Parameters.txt

The FIT folder

Modifying or updating this folder is the way to update the tool.

• NOMENCLATURE folder
This folder contains one file and you will have to change it only if you want to up-
date or change the nomenclature version.

– File format
This file contains the NUTS3 list and their upper-level belonging.

– File name
This comma-separated values file contains the nomenclature to be used in 
the tool.

2
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The nomenclature file (V2010.csv)

• DATASET Folder
The DATASET folder contains datasets used in the tool. You can add, remove or up-
date files in this folder.

– File format
Each file comes from the ESPON Database Portal (http://database.espon.eu/
db2/).
These files are formated following the ESPON Database data and metadata 
format : 1 speadsheet with 4 tabs (Dataset, Indicator, Source and Data).
The Data tab must contain only one column of data corresponding to one 
NUTS level, one nomenclature version and one year of reference.
There must be one value for each NUTS of the corresponding level in the 
nomenclature file (i.e., 1363 values for the NUTS3 level of the 2010 version 
of the nomenclature).
There must be one file by year of reference and indicator.

– File name
The names of the files are composed following this convention :
"SHORT NAME OF THE INDICATOR"_ "YEAR OF REFERENCE OF THE INDI-
CATOR"_ "NUTS LEVEL"_ "NOMENCLATURE VERSION".xlsx
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A dataset file

The DATASET folder

• MATRIX folder
This folder contains the time-distance matrix between the NUTS. You can add, re-
move or update files in this folder.

– File format
One file by mode of transportation NUTS level and year of reference.
Each file must contains at least 3 fields: "from", "to", "dij" (where dij is a 
measured in minutes).
There can be more than one mode of transportation in the matrices.
Each NUTS of the nomenclature must have values in these files.

– File name
The names of the files are composed following this convention :
"YEAR REFERENCE OF THE MATRIX"_ "NUTS LEVEL"_ "NOMENCLATURE 
VERSION".dat
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A matrix file

The MATRIX folder

• FIT_Parameters.txt file
This file contains some information to be displayed in the front office application.
When an update remove or add indicators or matrices this file need to be edited.

– dataset lines refers to the data to be processed in the tool (those in the 
DATASET folder). One line contains: "dataset", a short name of indicator (the
same used in the datasets file names), a long name of indicator (the one that 
will appear in the application) and the units of the indicator.

– matrix lines refers to the modes of transportation. One line contains: "ma-
trix", a short name of the mode (the same that is used in the matrices files), a
long name for the mode and the order of display in the interface

– The next lines must not be modified.
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The FIT_Parameters.txt file

Step 2 - Install the back office module
• To install the back office module you have to double-click on the VirtualBox-4.3.12-

93733-Win.exe file. Then follow each instruction. (press "next", "yes", "install", "fin-
ish"...)

• When the installation is done, start the application by clicking on this icon on your 
desktop :

Start the application

It will open the Oracle VM VirtualBox software.

• Select "File" - > "Import appliance".

Import Appliance
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• In the file dialog that comes up, navigate to the "FIT APP.ova" file. Then press Next.

Select the "FIT APP.ova" file

• Press Import

Import
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• Right-click on the "FIT APP" item in the window and select "Settings"

Right Click on FIT APP

• Click on "Shared Folders"

Click on Shared Folder
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• Right-click on the FIT line in the window and select "Edit Shared Folder"

Edit Shared Folder

• Update the folder path to the FIT folder created at step one. Press OK and shut the 
Settings window by clicking OK again.

Update the folder path
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Step 3 - Process the data
• Double-click on the FIT item in the VirtualBox window.

Start the FIT APP

• Click on the Functional Indicator Tool Icon and follow the instructions.

Start the computation tool

Press "Valider"
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Press "Valider"

• This process can take some time, up to half an hour, it will depend on the computer 
capacity and the number of indicators to compute.

• A resources folder and a log file have been created in the FIT folder.

Step 4 - Upload data, maps and graphs to the interface
• Upload the folder resources on the server with a ftp connexion according to the 

hosting provider recommendations.

• Make sure you have access rights on the folder.

• The web site is up-to-date.
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